Audio bahn amp

Just what I needed. I installed my Audiobahn AV and Damn it pounds. I have three JL 10w0's
and the amp really pushes themwith ease. I might have to get new subs to handle the unused
watts. I highly reccomend this amp for the great price and for anyone who is serious about car
audio. I have this amp hooked up to 2 12in Audiobahn w max. This amp really pushes them. I
heard Audiobahn for the first time from my friend josh. As soon as i heard them, i was sold on
Audiobahn. This amp works them like a pro. This amp wont miss a beat of bass. I highly
recommend this. I was planning on just keeping the current set up, but after getting a taste of
what this amp can do, makes me want to get 2 12" JLs or some Audiobahn to go with it :. You
may call our Customer Service Department at for a more accurate shipping estimate. This
product is temporarily out of stock and estimated date of arrival is unknown but you may order
this item today to reserve it. Seen a better price? Drop us a line and we will do our best to match
prices of our online competitors. All your purchase from our store comes with Free Lifetime
Technical Support. Please call our certified technicians at for any questions about your product.
Consumer Priority Service was founded on the belief that consumers deserve better service.
Putting the satisfaction of the consumer at the forefront of our corporate policy has driven our
company to be among the very best at post sale service both on and offline. That is why your
retailer has selected Consumer Priority service, a place where you, our mutual customer, is
Always Our Priority. Consumer Priority Service Extended Protection plans provides you with
easy protection from potentially high future repair costs. Planning ahead and taking action now
can save you the stress of dealing with unqualified servicers should your product become
defective. We are here for you. Any malfunctions that would normally be covered within the
terms and conditions of the original written warranty would be covered through the life of the
Consumer Priority Service Extension. This means that ALL costs associated with Parts and
Labor to repair your defective product are covered. Total Access With CPS you can file a claim
for repair or replacement 24 hours a day 7 days a week through our consumer network at
In-Home Service In-Home parts and labor protection plans provide service for your products at
your home or your workplace. Contact us Toll Free at so that we may arrange for a convenient
service time for you. We'll pickup your defective product from your home or workplace, repair
or replace it, and return it to you. Product Replacement Plan Any product that plugs in or takes
a battery qualifies for this program. If your product fails to operate properly under the terms of
its written warranty, we will replace it, No Questions Asked! Nationwide Service Consumer
Priority Service provides complete coverage across all 48 contiguous states. No Lemon
Guarantee If our authorized service center determines your product to be beyond economical
repair or they have unsuccessfully attempted to repair your product three times, we will replace
your product. Peace of Mind Owning a CPS service plan virtually guarantees that you will get
years of use from your product through the duration of the plan. Home Car Amplifiers 2 Channel
Amplifiers. Car Amplifiers 2 Channel Amplifiers. Item Sorry, this product is no longer available.
Call us at and our expert tech-support would be happy to suggest alternative products for you!
Overview Specifications Features Warranty Reviews. Warranty: 1 Year Onlinecarstereo. Video
and multimedia equipment with damaged or cracked screens. Subwoofers and speakers are not
warranted against being blown, burned or abused. Do you own this product? Write a review!
Other customers also shopped for:. Estimated Shipping Time for Special Order items is weeks.
Reserve Now. Risk Free! Order for this item is processed on a first come first served basis You
can cancel the order anytime, risk free Or, call us for alternatives at Call us : Guidelines and
Limitations: 1. Competitor must have the exact same item in stock and the time of Price Match.
Price of the actual product price must be verifiable and valid at the time of Price Match. Price
matching is only applicable in new orders. Limit one price match per identical item per
customer. Who is Consumer Priority Service? Why Do I need This? What is Covered? Like
Tweet. Patrick Lorenz. Jevon Staffieri. James Capone. Carlo lodola. Sony is even worse. It
sucks. Thats there selling point for looks and nothing else. Stay away stay away! Is there
something I am missing?? Kenny Unregistered guest. I also just bought a pair of 10 inch
Audiobahn AWT subs despite bad reviews. I have heard a few audionahn systems and they
sound pretty good so i found a good price on these subs and bought them. Any suggestions on
box type and an amp for these subs would be appreciated. They are rated at watss RMS. Biggie
Unregistered guest. Could any one suggest what amp I should consider using with these subs.
Also what power rating amps I should be looking at. Price isn't a factor. Bama Unregistered
guest. Also, a couple of guys from my town kept blowing subs after a while, their stuff is
overrated. They'll do if you're on a TIGHT budget, but they can't hold their weight in gold against
respectable companies i. What do you think. Some of my freinds have took cotton and like foam
and packed their box would help. The prices seem reasonable, but how will it sound? The
system will go into a 99' Yukon. I don't know much about electronics, but I know I want good,
loud, hard hittin bass. Someone help me out. BenniMac Unregistered guest. Is this Brand Name

any good? How many watts do I need. Also I have the bass on my head unit turned all the way
down. Three weeks ago I went to a SPL comp. This amp could easily power another 1 or 2 of
these subs. That is my next step if I decide to lose my back seat and build a wall. I have never
had any problems with any of my Audiobahn products. It sets the amp's sensitivity to the head
unit's preamp output. ANy audiobahn I have seen just plain sucked. RLR Unregistered guest.
My cousin is a professional car audio expert and he built me a box and hooked up all the
equipment. My old system just had plain old house speaker wires connected to it. So before we
go judging other people systems just rember the wiring the box and power and alot more stuff
goes into a good system than just a name. In this case, the original post, which is what this
thread is about, is in regards to audiobahn subs and an amp, neither of which is a very good
product. I don't care how good the install of the stuff is. I'm happy your brother was able to
properly install whatever you have. I'm sorry it was such a ghetto install to begin with that he
had to fix the "old house speaker wire" job in the first place. Yeah the install is a vital part of any
system, as is the design, but the equipment you choose is just as vital, too. In this case, the
original post which is what this thread is about, is in regards to audiobahn subs and an amp,
neither of which is a very good product. I've been spending hours of research and nobody will
help me. I like to listen to high pitched hard hitting club style break beat techno. What size subs
would be fine and tech specs, I don't need to break windows and what type of enclosure
plexiglass, closed, or ports I could use the help and so far this forum is the best one that I have
found so far by reading. I don't like the design of the JL enclosure. It makes sense now that
someone has explained it somewhat. One last question, should I look for something with sealed
plexiglass or just a seeled box? Mike Unregistered guest. I had audiobahn system for a while
and it was crap!! I now went to alpine. I have got the alpine iva, type r components 6. That's why
we've offered you tons upon tons of subjective data proving why Audiobahn is crap compared
to all the hype it gets. If you ever upgrade or get some money I'll recommend a system for you,
then after you install it you can post all over this forum and tell people how much better it
sounds than Audiobahn. What color is the sky in your world? He gave hard figures on return
rates and cause of return, as well as myself giving specifics to the poor read cheap choices in
components in their amplifier and speaker construction and design. What more do you want?
Your arguments are completely irrational and lack any credibility. Are you even aware of what it
takes to reach MECP master status? Einstein was right.. Space, and your stupidity.. Those
percentages, details on what happened with the products, all opinions that I just put on the
table, not facts by any means. Man, I'm so ignorant. Boy, James, you sure are smart, I'm glad
you were smart enough to pick that up. I mean, what do I know about Car Audio? I just own a
shop that made the mistake of carrying Audiobahn for a couple months, it's no match for the
expertise you've gotten from listening to them in your car. Tell me, just how many different
systems have you had? I mean, can you give us a comparison, like what your Audiobahns
sound better than, or why they're so good? I think you're just pissed because we rag on your
stuff so much. If you're happy with it, be happy with it, but keep in mind you're one of the very
few fortunate people who has an Audiobahn sub and Boss amp that actually lasted, we
recommend against them because most people aren't so fortunate. James is delusional. James,
I'm not the ignorant one. Keep in mind, I'm the one with an electrical engineering degree, and
one of less than people on earth with an MECP Gold level certification. You on the other hand,
have no credentials of which I'm aware. That said, this thread is over as far as I'm concerned.
More for the Pro series. Not a bad deal though. I was just noting MSRP so folks would know
what it was. Brahmas are a bit more. I have a friend who has another neon the same as mine
with identical systems, head decks, sony 52x4 cd players , both of us have 2 mono rms at 2 ohm
, class d amps same brand , two rockford 1 farad caps, both have 16ft of 4 gauge power, and
have our grounds run the same. The only dif is the subs we have in our boxes. I have the
audiobahns, he has 2 jl audio. But mine hit quite a bit harder. To find out how much we had
them metered. His hit But the one thing we noticed was the dif in SQ. His sounds a quite a bit
better than mine does. Nice clear sound. So say what you want about audiobahn, The stats
don't lie they must be pretty good to out pound jl, as we all know jl makes some of the best stuff
on the market. They aren't at all designed for SPL. SPL alone is meaningless in my opinion. If all
I want is loud, I can just sit in the car and scream for a few minutes. I thank you for proving a
point we've been making though. When audiobahn subs get loud, they sound like p00p. You
should feel lucky! You could park it with the keys in it and probably never get it stolen.. Could
this be the actual rating of the sub or were all the websites lying to me? Also can someone
recomend a amp i could use for this 1 12" sub? You seem to know what you're talkin about.
Could u help me out with my last message? I rarely even look at this one now. Their subs are
questionable. Unregistered guest. I have a little system Don't know much about your previous
amp, but these are all mono sub amps. There are just some I came up with in your price range.

Good luck. I love this amp! It pushes my two audiobahn 12's like there 18's. This amp is the
greatest and i highly recomend not just because of the quality but also with the cool blue lights
it has on the sides and on the audiobahn logo. Get this amp why the price is so low, because
your not gonna find something with this amount of power for so cheap. The clarity is very good
on this amplifer no distoration I am powering a pair of Boston Acoustic Pro It is one of the
cleanest looking amps i have ever scene, it is very techie looking and it lights up! Plus it comes
with 2 clean looking stickers If I need another amp for subs, i would look no farther. I own a car
audio shop in Houston and I love this amp. When people come in and need an amp with tons of
power and a good price I always mention this one. This amp can run with the best of them.
Extremely powerful and outstanding sound quality at a great price. I just stuck it in my wifes car
pushing one Fosgate Power HX2 10" sub. I was not sure if this amp would handle this monster
but it did no problem. You can tell that the sub could take much more but it sounds very very
very good. I would highly recommend this amp to anyone. Get this one. I have this in my BMW
pushing 3 Sony 10" woofers. This amp has plenty of power and the sound is unbelievably clear.
Thank you Audiobahn. I have this amp in my car pushin 2 10's audiobahn awq watts rms each
and this amp can only take about 10 mins of hard pounding and then it goes into the thermal
shutdown. Plain and simple this amp overheats when you are pushing it to the max. I've had
this amp hooked up for a month now and I am really happy with it. Love it. I have this amp
hooked up to two 12" sony P5s and it pounds hard. I had very low expectations but i guess i
shouldnt have. I have 3 Alpine Type X 12's with 3 of these apms on them and they pound! This
is the best amp for your money. This amp is awsome! I have it pushing 2 infinity s and this thing
rattles my car apart. I have this amp pushing 2 12" Audiobahn watt subs and it sounds great
and hard!!! Amp tends to get quite HOT but has never shutoff or caused problems. Clean, HARD
hitting power is what this thing is about. It's powering two Audiobahn awq 12" each in a ported
enclosure, and it's enough to make me think twice before turning it up. This thing will point my
rearview mirror in a completely different direction in no time at all. I have this amp pushing 2 JL
audio W3 10" subs. It's great. Fantastic power, great clarity. Just what I was looking for in a sub
amp. Zero regrets. This is a beast! It's a great amp. It pounds hard in my caprice classic. My two
JL 12's be ready to bust. Endless power. Def a good choice for some serious db's. I have it
running two ohm stereo and this little thing hits them both!! I had a problem with overheating
but after I installed a 12 farad capasitor it doesent overheat anymore!! The subs get about 3
inches of movement from this thing. Audiobahn is best in looks, performance and price!! Best
for the price!! But this amp eats allot of power!!! If running it at 2 ohms you will need 1AWG wire
and a large cap!! If you dont your headlights will dim and the amp loses power. Who ever says
this amp sucks can test my two anyday!!!!!! This amp is sweet. Lots of power for a little cost. It
lights up blue and looks tight also. You should deffinitley consider. I am pushing 2 12' JL dub
zeros and this makes them knock like no other. Not only does it perform, the amp has a really
nice mirror chrome finish to it. I would definitley recommend this amp to anybody. All I can say
is WOW. I was running my two high excursion 12's at four ohms and they hit, put it on 2 ohm
bridged and it over heats after a bit but its awesome. My Legacy GT Limited is about to have the
wing pop off, trunk rattles so bad I had to reallign it!!!! This is one of the best amps out there! I
have this amp pushin 2 15" alpine type R's and it fin pounds. It never over heats or anything.
This is none of the best deals you are goin to come across! This amp pushes my 2 audiobahn
10's super hard. I can feel my hair moving in my Intrepid. I have it wired at 2 ohms and it
overheats after about 30 min of hard pounding. I have a 2 farad capacitor too. This amp is not 2
ohm stable. Great amp for 4 ohm set up! I put this amp in my chevy s ext. I have this amp
hooked up to 2 Audiobahn 12's in 2 ohm stereo pushing watts to each sub and haven't had any
problems with it overheating or anything , it's been running great for over 2 years now , I would
definitly buy this amp again and I have the 4 channel amp hooked up to 4 soundstream mids
and have never had a problem with it either. I will stay a true fan of Audiobahn amps, I've owned
PPI , HiFonics , Pioneer , and Kenwood amps b4 and these 2 are a lot better then any others , I
would highly recommend this amp to anyone. This amp really serves it up nice. Ive got 2
audiobahn 12 inch subs with about watts each and this amp handles them like nothin else. The
subs sound so clear and thats what I look for in an amp. The price is great to. This amp is very
well built for the price. They really surprised me! They bump pretty hard. I previously had a sony
watt max watts rms amp on two 12in pioneer premiers. The audiobahn set up sounds just as
good, actually a bit better at high volumes , as the previous set up. The amp plays hard and
stays cool, not to mention the blue lights which are nice at night time. Its not a competition amp,
but great for a beginner to intermediate setup. I highly recommend it! This hits, loudest system I
have ever had, and definetly an upgrade from my older systems. I dropped them 2ohms, with in
fifteen min. I think it's funny to see them swearing with there windows up hehehe. I have this
amp with 2 Audiobahn w 12in subs and this amp handles them like there nothing. I have the

amp at 2ohms and it is great. Great brand, great price, great sound. Don't think it was designed
to work at 2ohm load bridged. Hooked it on a Kicker 12" L7 at 4ohms load I'm gon get me two
more of these! You may call our Customer Service Department at for a more accurate shipping
estimate. This product is temporarily out of stock and estimated date of arrival is unknown but
you may order this item today to reserve it. Seen a better price? Drop us a line and we will do
our best to match prices of our online competitors. All your purchase from our store comes with
Free Lifetime Technical Support. Please call our certified technicians at for any questions about
your product. Consumer Priority Service was founded on the belief that consumers deserve
better service. Putting the satisfaction of the consumer at the forefront of our corporate policy
has driven our company to be among the very best at post sale service both on and offline. That
is why your retailer has selected Consumer Priority service, a place where you, our mutual
customer, is Always Our Priority. Consumer Priority Service Extended Protection plans
provides you with easy protection from potentially high future repair costs. Planning ahead and
taking action now can save you the stress of dealing with unqualified servicers should your
product become defective. We are here for you. Any malfunctions that would normally be
covered within the terms and conditions of the original written warranty would be covered
through the life of the Consumer Priority Service Extension. This means that ALL costs
associated with Parts and Labor to repair your defective product are covered. Total Access With
CPS you can file a claim for repair or replacement 24 hours a day 7 days a week through our
consumer network at In-Home Service In-Home parts and labor protection plans provide service
for your products at your home or your workplace. Contact us Toll Free at so that we may
arrange for a convenient service time for you. We'll pickup your defective product from your
home or workplace, repair or replace it, and return it to you. Product Replacement Plan Any
product that plugs in or takes a battery qualifies for this program. If your product fails to
operate properly under the terms of its written warranty, we will replace it, No Questions Asked!
Nationwide Service Consumer Priority Service provides complete coverage across all 48
contiguous states. No Lemon Guarantee If our authorized service center determines your
product to be beyond economical repair or they have unsuccessfully attempted to repair your
product three times, we will replace your product. Peace of Mind Owning a CPS service plan
virtually guarantees that you will get years of use from your product through the duration of the
plan. Home Car Amplifiers 2 Channel Amplifiers. Car Amplifiers 2 Channel Amplifiers. Item
Sorry, this product is no longer available. Call us at and our expert tech-support would be
happy to suggest alternative products for you! Overview Specifications Features Warranty
Reviews. Warranty: 1 Year Onlinecarstereo. Video and multimedia equipment with damaged or
cracked screens. Subwoofers and speakers are not warranted against being blown, burned or
abused. Do you own this product? Write a review! It's pushing two of my 15's and it does not
overheat. Other customers also shopped for:. Estimated Shipping Time for Special Order items
is weeks. Reserve Now. Risk Free! Order for this item is processed on a first come first served
basis You can cancel the order anytime, risk free Or, call us for alternatives at Call us :
Guidelines and Limitations: 1. Competitor must have the exact same item in stock and the time
of Price Match. Price of the actual product price must be verifiable and valid at the time of Price
Match. Price matching is only applicable in new orders. Limit one price match per identical item
per customer. Who is Consumer Priority Service? Why Do I need This? What is Covered?
You've been outbid by Louis, MO. See all options. Please carefully review our shipping and
returns policy before committing to a bid. Shipping is only available within the US. Applicable
sales tax may apply. From time to time, and at its sole discretion, PropertyRoom. Shipping
Weight: 16 pounds Shipping weight for this item was calculated using the greater of the item's
dimensional weight or actual weight. What is Dimensional Weight? Shipping is only available
within the continental United States. International shipping is not available. Disclaimer: By
bidding on any item, you expressly agree that use of the website and the services is at your sole
risk and subject to the user agreement. PropertyRoom disclaims, on its own behalf and, when
acting as an agent, on behalf of its principal, all warranties of any kind, whether express or
implied, and specifically disclaims any implied warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose and non-infringement. No advice, opinions or information, whether oral or
written, obtained from PropertyRoom or through the website or services shall create any
warranty. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion of certain warranties, so the some of
the foregoing exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights and
you may also have other legal rights which vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Audiobahn
Amplifier. Listing ID: Item : Add to Watch List. Ends Jan 10, at PM Eastern. Current highest
bidder: You've been outbid by Shipping From: Farmingdale, NY Please carefully review our
shipping and returns policy before committing to a bid. Notes Shipping Weight: 16 pounds
Shipping weight for this item was calculated using the greater of the item's dimensional weight

or actual weight. Note: P Bids placed by proxy. To learn more about proxy bids, click here.
Questions There are currently no questions about this listing. Have a question about this item?
Sign-in to ask a question. Terms of Sale Disclaimer: By bidding on any item, you expressly
agree that use of the website and the services is at your sole risk and subject to the user
agreement. Email has been sent successfully. Sign in now to continue. Condition: Untested Sold as-is This item is untested and may require repair. Item is sold "As Is" and is not
returnable. Some parts may be missing. View information on item conditions. Soundstream
PN4. Max power output: watts 3-way protection circuitry thermal, overload, and speaker short
protection Pulse Width Sound Storm Labs EV4. Soundstream T1. Free Express Shipping! This
class is intermediate between The Home Depot. Mosconi Gladen One The Autotek PX The TA
Series are These Boss CH 6. The Boss CH speakers feature and aluminum voice coil, stamped
steel basket, a poly-injection cone and a rubber surround. The Boss Power your speakers or
subwoofer with this Watt Max 5 channel car amplifier. If you're looking to add an extra-boost to
your car's sound system, check out this Lanzar Amplifier. The HTG offer Watt of power, a bass
booster circuit, line outs for left and right channels and soft turn off and turn on. It's bridgeable
at Power your speakers or subwoofer with this PTWatt Max 2 channel car amplifier. Stores are
responsible for providing Bizrate with correct and current prices. Sales taxes and shipping
costs are estimates; please check store for exact amounts. Product specifications are obtained
from merchants or third parties. Although we make every effort to present accurate information,
Bizrate is not responsible for inaccuracies. We encourage you to notify us of any discrepancies
by clicking here. Store ratings and product reviews are submitted by online shoppers; they do
not reflect our opinions and we have no responsibility for their content. Related Searches: less.
Related Searches: audiobahn a4xhq amp , audiobahn a4kdn amp more. Related Searches:
audiobahn aspl amp , audiobahn amp at , audiobahn ahcq amp , audiobahn watt amp ,
audiobahn a2xhq amp. By Seller Abt. By Keyword. Related Searches audiobahn at amp
audiobahn at amp audiobahn amp aq nitro bmw channel amp kenwood amp channel scosche c4
amp. Best Seller. More like this Find other Car Amplifiers Product Detail From OpticsPlanet. Ads
related to audiobahn 4 channel amp. Best prices on Audiobahn 4 channel amp in Car Amplifiers.
Use Bizrate's latest online shopping features to compare prices. Read product specifications,
calculate tax and shipping charges, sort your results, and buy with confidence. Easily narrow
your search and find the product that's perfect for you. Show: Free Shipping Sales.
Soundstream PN4. Max power output: watts 3-way protection circuitry thermal, overload, and
speaker short protection Pulse Width Sound Storm Labs EV4. Soundstream T1. Angled wire
terminals secure wire connections Free Express Shipping! This class is intermediate between
The Home Depot. This wiring kit has everything you need to get your amplifier and car audio
hooked up, from Mosconi Gladen One The Autotek PX The TA Series are These Boss CH 6. The
Boss CH speakers feature and aluminum voice coil, stamped steel basket, a poly-injection cone
and a rubber surround. The Boss Power your speakers or subwoofer with this Watt maximum
Mono D car amplifier. Power your speakers or subwoofer with this Watt Max 5 channel car
amplifier. If you're looking to add an extra-boost to your car's sound system, check out this
Lanzar Amplifier. The HTG offer Watt of power, a bass booster circuit, line outs for left and right
channels and soft turn off and turn on. It's bridgeable at Power your speakers or subwoofer with
this PTWatt Max 2 channel car amplifier. Stores are responsible for providing Bizrate with
correct and current prices. Sales taxes and shipping costs are estimates; please check store for
exact amounts. Product specifications are obtained from merchants or third parties. Although
we make every effort to present accurate information, Bizrate is not responsible for
inaccuracies. We encourage you to notify us of any discrepancies by clicking here. Store
ratings and prod
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uct reviews are submitted by online shoppers; they do not reflect our opinions and we have no
responsibility for their content. Related Searches: less. Related Searches: audiobahn at
amplifier , audiobahn aspl amplifier more. Related Searches: audiobahn ahcq amplifier ,
audiobahn ahcq amplifier , audiobahn ahct amplifier , audiobahn ae amplifier , audiobahn aq
amplifier. By Seller Abt. By Keyword. Related Searches audiobahn at amplifier audiobahn aq
amplifier audiobahn amplifier at audiobahn subwoofer amplifier audiobahn aq amplifier
audiobahn a4xhq amp audiobahn a4kdn amp. Best Seller. More like this Find other Car
Amplifiers Ads related to audiobahn 4 amplifier. Best prices on Audiobahn 4 amplifier in Car
Amplifiers. Use Bizrate's latest online shopping features to compare prices. Read product
specifications, calculate tax and shipping charges, sort your results, and buy with confidence.

Easily narrow your search and find the product that's perfect for you. Show: Free Shipping
Sales.

